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Procedures and regulations
for keggers on WSU campus
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1{ License is- hereby Grantee./ to
W. S. U. Veterans Club

Ad Hoc Liquor Committee

for TEMPORARY sale of
i

on=littoxitatirox Matt

t

ON THE PRENfISES LOCATED AT
Kryzsko Commons„ Winona State University,

of

In the city of Winona, county of Winona, state of ;Minnesota
for
Dates Sept

. 25,

One

, 19 75 ;
, 19

, 19

19.____;

Groups sponsoring a kegger on the WSU campus must provide fo
security (minimum of 2 sheriff deputies or policemen).

__;

This license is granted pursuant to application and• payment of fee therefor and is subject , to all the i-oVisions and
conditions of the laws of_the stare and of the federal government and ordinances of the City of Winona pertaining to such
sale, and is revocable for the violation thereof. Not transferable. Sales of beer pursuant to this license may 1::(, ni.:(le only
between the hours of 8;00 A.M. and I:00 A.•.
WITNESS T1111- GOVERNING BODY of the City of Winona Inkl the seal thereof this

Attest•

, 19

Clubs or organizations sponsoring a kegger on the campus of WSU mus
obtain a non-intoxicating malt liquor temporary license from the City o
Winona.
Groups sponsoring a kegger on the WSU campus must obtain prope
insurance coverage (minimum $100,000, Dram Shop Law).

days

, 19

day - of__,.:,...PL,Pt.eMber -

Any bonafide club or organization of the WSU campus community may
sponsor a "kegger" on campus.

17th

WSU will allow a maximum of 3 keggers per quarter. Keggers will be
allowed in the East Cafeteria of the Kryzsko Commons and the outside
mall. Days and hours for the keggers are Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
from 6:30 to 10:30 if outside and 8:00 to 11:45 if held inside the Commons.

75

/

Groups sponsoring a kegger will be held liable for damages caused by
keggers on University property.

The City Council of the City of Winona
City Clerk

(Sear)

Pilaypt

Liquor license facimile

Class size considered
by Bill Marx
The question of limiting class size
will be discussed at the Academic
Affairs and Curriculum Committee
(A2C2) meeting tomorrow. The
suggestion, to be brought up by
Seymour Byman (History Dept.),
would place a ceiling on the
enrollment on any class offered at
WSU. Byman said he was not
certain what the number should be
but he has suggested that 50 might
be appropriate to start discussion.
A limit on enrollment is needed,
according to Byman, to eliminate
some huge classes. He feels that the
faculty owes it to the students to
provide some sort of individualistic
instruction which can not happen
when class size gets very large.
The chief objections to placing a
limit on class size -that was brought
up by several people at the Student
Senate meeting last week was that
it would limit the number of
students that could take a class that
they are required to take. For
example, nursing students are
required to take "The Family"
(Sociology 312). This class frequently has over 100 students in it.
According to Teresa Brewer, a
sophomore nursing student, many
nursing students would be set back
in their schedules if the class size
was limited and no additional
classes were added.
Cutting down on class size would
not add additional classes, however,
as the number of teaching faculty
would stay the same. Additional
sections of a class would be added
only if the faculty in a department
realigned their schedules.
This question is related to one
raised by James Spear, A2C2
(Audio-Visual Dept.) head of the

present staffing- system for departments. Currently the Minnesota
Legislature funds faculty positions
on the basis of one faculty per 22
undergraduate students and one
facUlty per 13 graduate students. A
full-time equivalent (fte) student is
assumed to take 15 credits per
quarter, thus each faculty is
expected to teach 330 credits per
quarter.
There is no way some departments can maintain this teaching
load and offer a high quality
education, according to Spear. Fie
listed some variations between
departments which affect their
ability to accomodate and attract
students. The most important of
these is the size of rooms; if a room
or lab is not big enough to hold more
students, a limit is established
already. The type of instruction
affects the number of students that
can be taught, for example, piano
lessons in music have to be taught
on an. individual. basis. Some
instructors put in many more
contact hours with students than
others — a lab course as opposed to
a- lecture course (an instructor
teaching a lab course may spend two
lecture hours and four lab hours a
week with a four credits class, an
instructor in a lecture class need
only spend four hours on a four
credit course. The number of majors
a department has and the number of
general education courses a department offers also affect the number
of students taking classes in a
department.
Spear feels that because of these
variables, all departments should
not be staffed by the same formula.
He pointed to St. Cloud State
University as an example where
staffing patterns are adjusted
according to program needs and
capabilities. He said that if it could

Folk singing will be allowed on the outside but no amplifiers or bands are
permitted for keggers held on the mall. Amplifiers and bands are
permissible for keggers held in the East Cafeteria.

Priority for keggers will be given to clubs and organizations using profits
be done at a similar institution, it_ from the keggers for the benefit of the University campus.
should be able to work here.
All requests for keggers for the winter quarter should be turned in to
The present system creates Dean Kane in Somsen 106 by Thursday, October 30, 1975. The Ad Hoc
unfair pressure on departments Liquor Committee will then act on the requests.
with a credit hour production lower
than it should be according to the
formula, said Spear. He cited the
Foreign Language Department as
an example, "They are doing
everything possible to attract
by Pat Lother . people to unite and form people's
students. Rather than being able to
organizations in order to build
put together a really good program,
Authors Note: This is the second localized citizen power. In his first
they have to look for things that
article in a three part series which is book Reveille For Radicals (Random
might attract students. This is an
intended to introduce and define the House, New York; 1946, 53) Alinsky
unfair pressure on the department
Winona County Action Council described the basic objective of a
and has hurt the students." (Accordpeople's organization. "The present
(WINCAC).
ing to Winter Quarter 74-75 figures,
power age defines and evaluates
Foreign Languages has two faculty
In the first article of this series everything in terms of power. To
positions but earned less than one in
(Oct.1) we learned that the Winona this common and accepted view the
credit hour input.) "If a committee
County Action Council is a broad- field of organization has been no
of faculty and students hadn't
based coalition of citizen organiza- exception. It is universally assumed
decided last year that we needed a
tions. We also learned that that the function of a People's
Foreign Language Department
WINCAC's purpose is to stimulate Organization is similar to that of any
even if it didn't pay its way, we
citizen participation in the political other organization, which is to
wouldn't have one °now," he added.
affairs of the Winona County area. become so strong, so powerful, that
it can achieve its ends."
Some departments are producing
How did WINCAC come about?
courses that really don't have much
Alinsky's methods have worked
WINCAC's particular style of oracademic value but do bring in
ganizing is known as the Alinsky successfully in many areas of the
bodies, Spear said. He didn't blame
method; named after an early United States, including New York,
them for doing it though, "They're
originator of citizen organizing in Chicago, San Francisco, and even
just trying to pay their way."
the United States, Saul D. Alinsky. Minneapolis.
Alinsky was a mentor of John L.
The credit hour crunch has alSo
In 1965 one of Alinsky's students,
Lewis, the powerful demagogue of
put a damper on the development of
the organized labor movement in William R. Grace, became the
new programs, Spear said. Only two
the 1930's and 40's. It was the labor director of the Center for Urban
new programs have been developed
movement and Alinsky's experience Encounter (CUE), a Minneapolisin the last year (an Instructional
with Lewis that formed the basic based citizen organizing consultant.
Media minor and a Photography
foundations for his style of citizen As a result of CUE's efforts many
minor) because new programs
people's organizations were formed
organizing.
characteristically attract fewer 'stuand have been working in the
dents at their inception than
Alinsky's method of organizing Minneapolis area.
established programs, he stated.
In the late autumn of 1973, the
was to build what he called
mass-based 'People's Organiza- Social Justice committee of the
"We ought to make a good
tions'. The individual, he contended, Franciscan Sisters in Rochester,
examination of the way we are
who lacked the resources and the Minnesota invited the Center for
doing things," Spear closed, "and
know-how to influence political Urban Encounter to facilitate an
this is a way to start. At least one
decisions is powerless. But, when organizing effort in Southeastern
other university in the system is
individuals combine their resources Minnesota. CUE and the Sisters
doing it and we should look at it
and act to achieve common goals decided that the most immediate
too."
then they will have a significant and effective way to organize in
influence on the political decisions Southeast was to create countyThe A2C2 meeting is at 4 p.m.
which affect their lives. Essentially, based people's organizations. When
tomorrow in Dining Rooms E, F & G
Alinsky's organizing methods urged
WINCAC, continued on page 5
of the Student Union.
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What's
happening
PSA
meets
The first meeting of the
Political Science Association was
held on October 7. Among the items
• that we-e discussed were the PSA
scholarship, membership in PSA,
student representation on the
Political Science Department, and a
social gathering for students and
faculty.
Applications for the PSA scholarship for Winter quarter are now
being taken. Any Political Science
or Public Administration major or
minor who meets the scholastic
requirements may apply. Further
information is available from Dr.
Ahmed El-afandi head of the
Political Science Department.
Membership in PSA is open to
any student interested in Political
Science or politics, regardless if he
or she isa Political Science or Public
Administration major or minor.
Meetings are the first Tuesday of
every month in the Wenonah room
at 3:00. The next PSA meeting is
November 4.
Four students were nominated
for student reps. in the Political
Science Department. Three of the
four will be elected at the next
meeting of PSA, with two students
having voting privileges and the
other being an alternate and fill-in
voting member.
A party will be held at Holzinger
Lodge at 5:00 on Thursday, October
16, for students interested in PSA.
Rides will be provided by•meeting in
front of Minne' Hall at 4:45.
Students are encouraged to bring
their own food and refreshments.
Plates, cups, and silverware will be
provided.

Geology
club
There will be a meeting of the
WSU Geology club on Wednesday,
October 15, at 7:30 p.m. in the new
Student Union in the Purple room
number 1. Plans for a field trip and
Fall Bash to be held Saturday
October 25 will be discussed. Bring
ideas for future club activities to
suggest to a program committee
which will be elected at this
meeting.
Slides of the field trip taken by
geology majors to parts of the
western U.S. will be shown. Anyone
who has slides they want shown
should bring them to the meeting.
All those interested in Earth
Science are welcome.
Unique, unusual and
original diamond
engagement rings and

AZ

swap

Members of Phi Sigma Epsilon
Fraternity and Alpha Xi Delta
Sorority held an exchange on
October 9 at the AZ house. Phi Sigs
were named as big brothers for the
following Alpha Xi Delta pledges:
Kim Elton, Lori Johnson, Marcia
Kiedrowski, Lisa Newman, Janell
Putman, and Diane Thelen.Members rock and rolled the whole
night through.

Ski
club
Organizational meeting for
Winona State University Ski Club:
October 16 at 6:30 p.m., Conference
Rooms 1 & 2 in lower level of
Student Union. If interested in
being an officer or committee
member, PLEASE attend this
meeting.

TKE news
Fraternity brothers from Tau
Kappa Epsilon chapter followed
Winona State's football team
against St. Cloud this past weekend.
Though disappointed with the final
outcome of the game, Winona's
TKE's were well accomodated by
their fraternity brothers in St.
Cloud.

Greek council
A meeting of the new Greek
Council,- composed of representatives from WSU's three sororities
and four fraternities met on October
6. Among the sororities and
fraternities present were: Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Xi Delta, Delta
Zeta, Phi Sigma Epsilon, Sigma Tau
Gamma, Tau Kappa Epsilon, and
WSU's' newest fraternity, Theta
Chi.
Reports on rush and membership
were given, along with announcements of activities. Permanent
representatives from each Greek
organization will be appointed by
their respective group next week.
Various ideas on publicity, service
projects, and how Greeks should
cooperate were exchanged. It is
hoped that new officers will be
elected soon, and a formal Constitutional committee appointed.

Baha'is celebrate
On Monday, October 20, the
Baha'is of Winona State University
will celebrate one of the principal
events of the Baha'i year: the 156th
anniversary of the birth of Mirza Ali
Muhammad, known to the Baha'is as
the Bab. Ali Muhammad was the
Forerunner of the Prophet Founder
of the Baha'i Faith, Baha'u'llah. His
title, the Bab, when translated,
means the Gate.
The celebration Monday will
recall the life of one of the key
figures in the Baha'i Faith. In 1884,
the Bab, a youth of 25 living in
Shiraz, Persia, claimed to be a
divine messenger. During a ministry that lasted only six years, the
Bab, through His writings and His
example, inspired His followers to
live moral and righteous lives. In
1850 He was executed for what the
established religious leaders considered heretical teachings. During

Fall quarter graduates should come to the
Registrar's Office now to apply for
graduation. Don't wait.

n

2. Last day to drop classes for Fall Quarter is
Monday, November 3rd.

,

His ministry the Bab referred on
repeated occasions to the advent of
Baha'ullah.
Because this is an important holy
day, one for prayer and celebration,
Baha'i students will ask their
instructors to excuse them from
attending classes. The WSY Baha'i
Club will sponsor a talk about the
Bab Monday evening at 6:30 in
Dining Rooms C and D of the
Student Union.
Steve Thompson

Open
House
The Admissions Office is sponsoring an Open House for interested
students on October 16 and 17, 1975.
Posters have been distributed to all
high schools in Minnesota, Southwestern Wisconsin, and Northern
Iowa; letters have been sent to all
counselors in the area; and a news
release will appear in all daily and
weekly newspapers.
We feel that this provides an
opportunity to see Winona State in
action; that will be different from a
Saturday campus visitation_ when
things are much quieter. We are
offering such things as: sitting in on
a college class, visiting with a
professor in their major field of
interest, observing science and art
labs in progress, viewing a play
rehearsal, watching a football practice, etc.
Dr. Mootz, Director of Admissions
SKI IN WINONA! = At the

Winona Ski Club at East Burns
Valley. Open Thursday evenings
7-9, Saturday 1-5 and 7-9, Sunday
1-5, and Holidays. For information and snow conditions, call
452-8894. Rental Equipment also
available.

CkIZE.
Have you ever been lonely or depressed, and needed
someone to talk to? That's what We Care is for. We Care
is an anonymous, confidential information and referral
service. By calling 452-559U, you can talk with a trained
listener/helper on topics such 'as pregnancy, relationship
concerns, legal rights, venereal disease, depression,
personal problems, suicide, loneliness and others.
The members of We Care are concerned experienced
college age students — just like you. Although they are
not therapists, they are qualified to give information,
make referrals, talk and help with most problems. you
might have.
If you ever Bleed to talk to someone
REMEMBER WE CARE 452-5590 evenings.

Book exchange report
Patty Boley

The Student Senate BookExchange sold 297 of 618 books fail
quarter. This was the first time a
book exchange was organized during a fall quarter and it was more
successful than expected according
to Student Senate President Bill
Marx. He said the Senate did not
expect to take in many books fall
quarter because most students don't
want to hold books over the summer
so they try to sell them to the

A Greek party was held on
Thursday evening, October 2nd at
the Palm Gardens in Fountain City
in honor of the WSU students who
pledged a fraternity or sorority.

701 tie...pin at 7th St.
Downtown V'nneagmli,
339-4) i7
open eveninks I III A.

Diane Dingfelder, the administrative assitant to Dean Kane, is the
Greek Council's advisor.

Fall quarter the Senate charged a
five percent service charge to pay
for expenses of operating the
exchange. However, because
enough money was accumulated to
cover most expenses that will be
incurred winter quarter, the Senate
decided last week to reduce the
service charge to two percent for
the winter quarter book exchange.

'33,500.000
Unclaimed •
Scholarships

College Campus Representative

Needed to sell Brand Name
Stereo Components to Students
at lowest prices. Hi Commission,
NO Investment required. Serious Inquiries ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic
Ave., Fairfield, New Jersey
07006.
JERRY DIAMOND 201-227-6814

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1 975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025

LEARN TO FLY!
HANG GLIDING

❑ I am enclosing

wedding bands.

RONALD
ORIGINALS
JEWELERS

bookstore before they go home. The
618 books taken in was only about
half as many as were taken in last
spring quarter.

Daily lessons at basic
and intermediate levels
Gliders Sold & Serviced
the WINONA WINGNUTS
HANG GLIDING CLUB
Call 452-2021
Before Noon

$9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name
Address

City

State

Zip

(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)

L

—J
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Enrollment up .
R.A. DuFresne, President

Enrollment at W.S.U. has moved
to an all-time high this year
reaching a total of five thousand
fifteen at the maximum fall count.
This is good news from several
points of view; it allows the
University to maintain its basic
programs without fear of budget
cuts; it lends stability to our faculty
roster and consequently a higher
morale factor than during times
when unemployment was a possibility; and, provided additional funding follows, it allows us more
flexibility to adapt our old programs
to new needs as well as promote
new programs.
The enrollment increase is not
unique to this campus this year, of
course, for we see increases all
-around the system and at many of
the WisconsinUniversity campuses
as well. Within the Minnesota
system, however, Winona State
seems to show by far the greatest
increase, about twice that of our
closest rival, St. Cloud State in
terms of percentage.
Why has this campus continued to
show a steady enrollment increase
during the same period of time
when campuses all around us were
struggling with declines? The
answer is undoubtedly found in a
combination of factors — a certain
natural stability in this area; loyalty
to the college, a sharp and timely
increase in external studies enrollment, a wider diversity of offerings
attracting new clientele, and certainly our greatly increased efforts
including recruiting by students
themselves. We wouldlike to think
that the steadily increasing stature
of the college, now University, has
something to do with it, too. If that
isn't part of it, then the whole thing
loses niost of its luster.
All of this makes for good_
feelings, of course, because there's a
certain dynamic in growth, a feeling
of going places. Aside from the
simple 'economics of it all, we
Americans apparently just enjoy
seeing growth and size for its own
sake. It's part of the competititve
attitude perhaps which gets so
drilled in to some of us that it almost
becomes a way of life, as though
-there were no better alternatives.
But it needs to be controlled and
understood especially in a campus
setting, for aside from the fun of
doing better than some other
campus there is limited virtue in
size beyond a certain point.
In Mirror of Brass, a book written
a few years ago by Mark Ingraham,
it is stated that a college of five

thousand is just about an ideal size
from practically every standpoint.
Large enough to offer a broad
curriculum and hold a good faculty,
yet smLil enough to be manageable,
to remain somewhat warm and
friendly and keep a human dimension about it. And that seems to
make- sense. There are few advantages to bigness other than the
promotion of highly specialized
professional programs or research,
neither of which is likely to be the
main focal point of our efforts here
for some time to come.
So it might look as though we
"have it made" here at Winona
State, but of course we know that's
not quite the case. Even at
maximum enrollment we are not
overly blessed with income. The
State of Minnesota can only afford
so much and this campus can only
have its share of course. Our
student-instructor ratio is still
plenty high at nineteen to one,
although that's below the national
average for public colleges and
universities (and we con't know
what a large class is compared to
those of 2,000 and more at the U. of
M.). We also would like to see more
travel moneys, some fancy equipment here and there, higher faculty
salaries, even lower student tuition,
and some flexibility in the use of
funds which we do not have at
present.
On the other hand there exists
the distinct possibility that enrollment will not continue to grow but
will, in fact, start to fall off again in
three or four years. So while we
celebrate our apparent good position, or review our lists of things
still to be gained, at the same time
we had better be making contingency plans for a college of perhaps
three thousand at some future date
— just in case.
Finally it is important that we
keep in mind the real focus of our
endeavor. We need constantly to
remind ourselves that size is not an
end in itself. The really important
thing is what happens to people
while they are here, regardless of
whether they number in the
hundreds or in the thousands. The
fact is that all of these things are
interrelated, and a discussion of one
without the other really isn't worth
very much anyhow: Perhaps the
best that can be said is that we are
currently in a good position to
consolidate our gains and use our
lead time to plan carefully our next
moves. How well we do that may
have more to do with the level of
this operation ten years from now
than will even the natural and
largely unpredictable fluctuations in
birthrates, attitudes, economics and
state politics.

Robes and a helmet
Have you ever known a judge
who rides motorcycles and lives in a
river boat part of the year? If you
answered no to this question, you
probably have not met Judge
Dennis Challeen.
Judge Challeen is one of Winona's
judges. He handles criminal, civil,
and traffic cases. He has been a
judge in Winona since 1973. He was
a part-time municpal judge in St.
Charles, Minn. before coming here.
His reason for living on the river
is mainly because he likes it, also,
you don't have to deal with
neighbors. He enjoys riding his
motorcycle and attending functions
at Winona State University.
Judge Challeen feels that today's
college students are looking for a
fairness in the court system. The
courts in turn must resond to this.
There can't be two forms of justice
for people whO think that they rate
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5 MINUTE BODY SHAPER
$9.95

Election
results
The following people were
elected in Thursday's election to
serve a one year term as student
senators for their respective classes:
Freshmen: Paul Bowers
Bruce _Corrigan
Charles Haag
Sue Tibesar
Sophomores: James Smith
Randee Darr
Debbie Schroeder
Barb Larson
Juniors: Michael Pennington
Tom Harens
Neil Brown
Gayle Gehrke
Seniors: Linda Adelman
Julie Fasching
Rick Stirn
Jan Workman
Graduate: Lois Gavin
The following people were elected
to. the APT committee: Gary
Rhoades, Michele Amble, Cindy
Reuter.
The following people were elected
to the Faculty Leaves committee:
Mark Anderson, Julie Fasching, Leo
Johnson.

All
burned
out?

a different form than the majority.
He feels that the people, in
general, are proud to have Winona
State University. Of course the
towns people don't care for the
parties given by off campus
students, but in a way that's a part
of college.

-

THE FLICK HOUSE
165 E. 3rd
All in all Judge Challeen is an is proud to present the
interesting and enjoyable person to ultimate shocker:
talk to. There's just one thing about
Night of the Living Dead
him that I really disliked. He
Thurs.,
Fri., Sat., — 7:15
considers himself not a part of the
&9:30;.Sun. — 7:15
/establishment, therefore he doesn't
get involved with things that are This "hi-camp" classic
affecting Winona. There's too much accomplishes what most
apathy in America today with just horror film are supposed
your average citizen. We don't need
this apathy in our governmental to do — scare you
officials too. It's up to you and me to thoroughly!Definitely not
get ourselves involved in what's for the nervous or
taking place today and also to try to squeamish! Admission
get other people involved.
— $1.25 — Annual
Membership — 25t
Susan Sowatzki

ONE 5 MINUTE EXERCISE, TWICE DAILY. SLIMS,
TRIMS & SHAPES YOU UP.

279 E. 3rd St.

I it
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452-4516
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Apathy
From the
underdeveloped
by Theodros Tumrat
The cold war is going on! The
masses of the world are dying in
millions. Governments still continue
to prepare for war instead of
humanitarian development. Imperialism, the devilish devouring monster, is alive and preying the
"Under-developed" countries. Technologically developed countries are
dumping their surplus garbage into
the "Underdeveloped" countries.
What I find most alarming is the
consistent- pumping of Militaristic
toys by the developed countries in
to the "Underdeveloped" countries.
Many old WWII fighter planes,
tanks, missles, guns, and so on, are
abundant in the "Underdeveloped"
countries.
These militaristic toys are given
by the imperialistic pigs to their
Imperialist puppets and Uncle
Toms, to maintian Imperialist
exploitation-- in the "Underdeveloped" countries. Leaders who
refuse to fall into Imperialist traps,
leaders who fight for the good of
their people are murdered in cold
blood! A good example of Imperialist atrocity is the brutal assassination of Salvador Allende. Allende
was a man who strived to liberate
his people from Imperialist exploitation.
Imperialists pride themselves in
suppressing those who fight for
peace and liberty. They have used
the media to isolate revolutionaries,
thus disillusioning the masses with
false information. They want the
masses to remain passive, while
they exploit them to the bones. In
the effort to make the masses aware
of who is killing who, and who is
exploiting who, a revolutionary
loses his life, is murdered, or is
jailed. The Imperialists use .scientific methods to create illusions of
freedom. The masses are pacified
with all sorts of opiates. They label
progressive elements and thus
alienate them from the people.
"Register a Commy and not a gun"
is one example of how the
imperialists alienate progressive
elements and leaders from the
toiling masses.
In the Imperialist's lust to exploit
the "Underdeveloped" countries, he
uses the mass disorder to pursue his
expansion.
To
continue
exploitingVietnamese resources, and to stop
the country from going communist
(evil), millions of dollars were spent.
To keep Israel from negotiating
with Palestinian neighbors (who
owned - Israel itself), money is
donated to Sadat to subvert long
lasting peace in the area and keep
an Imperialist puppet in power. To
make sure that the Red Sea was
under Imperialist control, The
Imperialists financed the Reactionary stooge Haile Sellasie. The
imperialists donated a vast amount

of ammunition to bomb thousands of
innocent democratic and peace
loving Eritreans that wanted their
freedom. To further ensure their
interests, they built a base which
was nearly the size of Winona on the
land of the Eritreans. War and
economic threats were made on oil
producing countries that got fed up
with being exploited and that
wanted a fair deal for their oil.
The so called humanitarian aid is
the excuse of the Imperialists to
expand into the "Underdeveloped"
world. The aid that is usually
militaristic is for the Imperialist
monster's sake. He wants to arm his
puppets so that they can oppress
the masses while he exploits them.
The Imperialists preach peace
and democracy but their version of
peace and democracy is a perverted
one which satisfies their luSt to
exploit.
Puppet states, which are fatal to
the masses of the -Underdevloped"
countries, are armed by Imperialist
pigs. They armed Thieu to deny the
Vietnamese their democratic rights.
They armed Haile Sallasie (and now
Banti and his bandits) to jail and
murder freedom fighters, democratic loving peoples of Ethiopia and
Eritrea. They armed Nyrere, the
president of Tanzania, for his
unscientific African socialism. They
armed Sadat to subvert the
Palestinian struggle for freedom.
They armed the Reactionary Shah
of Iran to deny the Persians their
democratic rights. They arm South
American and African juntas to
deny the people's rights and to
subvert the struggles for economic
and social liberation.
The Imperialist atrocities cost the
life of millions of peace-loving
Persians, Americans, Eritriteans,
Vietnamese, Ethiopians, Japanese,
etc., while they (Imperialists) and
their puppets and Uncle Toms are
enjoying the blood money which
they scrounge from the masses _of
the "Underdeveloped" countries.
Democracy will remain a dogma
until Imperialism and its puppets
die off. As history is dialectical, as
time passes the consciousness of the
exploited is and will continue to
grow. The Imperialists and their
puppets are withering! The collapse
is near. Although there are attempts to subvert revolutionary
struggles, the masses are still
growing stronger and eventually
will triumph. The working class is
heading toward unity. One thing the
Imperialist pigs and their puppets
should realize is What Fred Hampton said:
"You can kill a revolutionary but
you can't kill the revolution!"
The success of the Vietnamese,
Cuban, aid other countries proves
that Hampton was right.
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I wonder what it is about
people that produces a total
disinterest for that which evolves
around them? I wonder if anyone
realizes for instance, that when you
signed a room and board contract it
meant there were certain rules and
obligations you agreed to abide by?
Is the college just another faceless
institution that expects to be ripped
off every chance one gets? Is taking
an extra piece of fruit at the
cafeteria, or sneaking food out, just
something everyone does, or does itreflect an attitude of , lack- of
attitudes? I mean not giving a damn
about what we do, or who is affected
by it. I mean apathy, inversely
related to honesty that lofty ideal
that someone else only preaches
about, but has no real practicality in
the dog-eat-dog (if those superior
creatures of integrity will pardon
the expression) world.
We rip off record clubs, we switch
tags at stores, we sneak into dances
and keggars, and we "borrow" to
the point where rationalization canno longer cover for us. 'hen we turn
and point a finger at people like the
Watergaters who were only the
outward manifestation of a larger
dishonesty. As long as its not
happening to us it's all right, is a
Rick Snyder photo
general theme running rampant.
We don't have to be involved in
every facet' of the life which
surrounds us, but it doe-sn't give one
of the American petit bourgeoisie
the right to abuse everything which
novelists Kathleen Norres, or Mabel
one is not directly part of.
Seely.
Basically, we aren't honest with
ourselves, prohibiting our honesty
Some people waste their time
toward anyone else, creating a
watching talk show stars, who,
general apathy which envelopes the
though they do have an intellectual
college life. Those genuinely conguest once in a while, are so caught
cerned are a threat to the self
up in their own paranoid delusions
concepts of those who aren't.
of grandour, and also midwest
Therefore they are labeled and
neolithic, county seat thinking, that
shelved, like those who have always
they make the intellectual want to
tried to enlighten their fellow
regurgitate on the spot.
people. I don't expect to turn
There is also the problem of
anyone into a saint by writing this,
advertising. Ads pay for television
but I hope to a least make people
in our economic system — at least
aware of what they're doing when
most of the shows. Even if you
they play the games they do. Such
watch something intellectually reas the guys, who seldom realize
spectable, ads break in. How
what they're doing when they feed
thrilling it is to hear -the virtues of
girls lines, and girls who also fail to
inferior Detroit iron extolled! How
see how guys take their lead-on
thrilling it is to hear about the
plays. What's worse is most don't
virtues of headache medicine, or,
care, usually because at one time no
the prize of them all: young women
one cared about them. It takes a lot
getting,a look on their faces that of guts to be honest, to care about
women generally get only during
those you contact, and those you •
the culmination of the physical act of don't even see.
going steady, as their beautiful pink
The biggest challenge in life is not
fingers grasp toilet tissue. How
to be successful, or -gain wealth and
about the iron in the blood ads that power, but to lead a decent, honest
refer to women, in this time of life, treating all people like you
women's liberation, as strictly would like to be treated. Open up
second class citizens. How about the fellow students, you've all got
ads that promote bourgeoise per- 'something to give, and the world
missiveness to children, and would could really use it.
insure both malnourishment and
tooth decay as well.
by Thomas James Harens
There is more. The ad merchants
cut much from many good shows.
For example, my young wife and I
watched the sequence of drama
concerning that vicious paranoid,
fat, syphiletic monster: King Henry
VIII of Enland. The first time that
Business Opportunities
we saw it, presented by commercial

The Idiot Box
by Henry Hull
One of the more controversial
aspects of our contemporary civilization is the area of electronic
communication. In the middle of the
nineteenth century, people were
still a bit awed by the telegraph.
Since that time mankind has seen
the telephone, non electronic and
electronic recordings, and finally,
the television, or as it often is called:
THE IDIOT BOX.
Considered by the standards of
ethics and good taste, all of these
forms have been abused. You
students, recently emerged from
that awkward and painful period of
life known as adolescence_ know
about the teenagers, who with
diarrhea of the mouth, talk endlessly in a stream of non intellectual
trivia that passes for conversation.
Some of the older faculty members,
-can like I can, remember almost the
entire history of radio. Those who
remember radio from the time of
earphones on, if they are honest
about it, will remember that a great
part of the material that came over
communication, some good, mind
stirring things were presented.
Now we not only have T.V. but
the in petit bourgeoisie oriented
expensive color T.V. It is ubiquitous, or close to that. Do you really
enjoy it? Most certainly there are
some good things on T.V.; real
dramatic productions, good music,
and good exposition. My five year
old son has literally learned to read
and write by carefully watching
Sesame Street.
There is another side. Karl Marx
called religion the OPIATE OF THE
PEOPLE.
We know now that television
might be called that. I doubt that
anyone will argue against staying in
top physical shape, or deny the
tremendous value of physical education courses, but, what under the
sun, drives men 4,o sit glued to the
boobtube on weekends watching
professiOnal sports activities?
Are their lives so meaningless
and sterile that they must atrophy
by the screen? You who consider
yourself thinkers might try watching a soap opera. Look objectively.
Take headache and stomach pills if
needed, but watch the shallowest,
most contrived effort since the days

WANT ADS

channel, it was obviously badly
edited. We got to see it over channel
two, and many essential parts, cut
out by the ad men, were there.
Yes, T.V. is a problem! Think
while watching, as intellectuals why
not simply disregard the drivel of
advertising. A cheerful and hopeful
note emerges. There is the good of
T.V. We have channel two and three
and Sesame Street, and our own
audio visual department devoted to
working selflessly and intelligently
in the field of educational T.V. The
work of Dr. Spear; Mr. Ingram; Mr.
Bauman; Mr. Hirsch; Mr. Pfitzer,
and other dedicated people of that
wonderful department points up
how the idiot box could be made into
an intellectual box.

Address envelopes at home. $800
per month, possible. Offer-details,
Send 500 (refundable) to: Triple
"S", 699-R36, Highway 138, Pinion
Hills, CA 92372.

Help, Wanted, male or female
Address envelopes at home. $800
per month, possible. See ad under
Business Opportunities. Triple
`S".
We Carry the Grumbacher Line of
Art Supplies
WINONA COIN ANDHOBBY
SUPPLIES
113 East Third Street
Winona, Minnesota
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Times they are a changin'

Who me?

- still
by Mary Murck

Sophomores last year, maybe you'd
like to know what you got for a
_ uff
representative. If you don't, T
I'm tellin' you anyway so as I can

...Skinny

finish this article.

by Neil Brown
I recently read an interview about
Mrs. Hortensia Bussi de Allende,
the widow of Salvador Allende, the
last elected president of Chile. She
is a strong bitter woman, who
blamed the end of Allende's
government on ITT and multi-national industries from the U.S.A., as
well as the CIA and Mr. Kissinger.
This is not exactly news to us, as the
$8 million spent by the CIA, and
much more by ITT, has been
pointed out before.
- However, many questions have
been asked about the real reasons
behind the coup d' etat which
toppled Allende's elected socialist
government and about the assassination of Allende. The blame,
according to Mrs. Allende, was
mostly the outside ecnouragement
from the U.S.A.
. Of course, the
right-wing faction of Chileans and
the military did stage it, that she
doesn't deny, but the U.S.,represented partly by large corporations, did intervene. The country is
now, as "we" must have wanted it —
a right-wing military junta, no fear
of socialists creeping in.
It is rather hard for me to
comprehend the actions taken by
these people. The first nation to
ever elect, democratically, a socialist government, was Chile. I guess
in their imperialist sophistication
they felt Chile was a naive country
that just didn't know what was good
for them.

On Thursday night, of last week, I
was somewhat surprised to find out
that I was once again ejected Junior
Senator., I was surprised because I
wasn't running for the position.
Hence the surprise in finding I had
won anyway. Only in America can a
humble boy from the ghetto be
raised to such great heights. I now
know how Sancho Ponza and Putney
Swope felt:
I would personally like to thank
the Two people who took the time to
remember my name and write it on
a ballot. AH HAH!! What does this
silly old man mean two people?
Well, folks I mean that 2 people,
count 'em 1-2, people voted for me
and I am now a Junior Senator.
Alice Cooper eat your heart out.
I must however, in my infinitesimal humility or lack of it, say, that
these two people had excellent
judgement in leadership ability. A
better person could have been
elected for the job, but, unfortunately he or she doesn't exist on this
campus. So, your stuck with me.
'n
How does the song go, "I'm my ow
Ideal."
Not being a proud man I accept
the results of the election.
For the rest of you who don't
know me, I invite you to visit me in
or around the Senate office where I
am on display almost daily. I enjoy
talkin' with people and wasping lies.
Since my new constituents were

It all started in a 5000 watt radio
station — NOPE NOPE. It all
'started as a cross-eyed Junior
Senataor last year. I fought like
Sargeant Fury for life, liberty and
the student endeavor. I have the
rare ,distinction of probably being
the only student to enter Dean
Kane's office Via the window with
Dean Kane -in the office. "OH NO
ITS DEAN KANE." I like political
games like Risk and I'm power
crazy, despite the fact some people
believe I'm just plain crazy.

-

To the Editor,
After chasing a foosball continuously across the floor; I gave up an
honest attempt to play on the
foosball table in the basement of
Prentis-Lucas. The men spin or slide
every time the _ball touches them.
Feeling rather depressed I walked
over to Sheehan hall to play a game
but was told that I had to have my
own foosball to play.

Not being the most humble guy
on earth, I do believe in tooting my
'own horn. I'm proud of the fact that
I share a role in projects like the
book exchange, radio station, Tenants Union and all the other
wonderful things accomplished by
"Well, where do I get a foosball?"
members of the Student Senate
I
asked.
You go down town to the
over the years; directly or indirectly.
So I guess this all goes to show
you can have a good senate when
you elect people who are chumps,
who don't know when they are well
off!! You can sucker them into .
anything. We hate to see grown
people cry! Unless they are in
administration!
-

.

I know foosball tables are
probably a small part of your
worries and a small part of where
the money goes. You can really tell
if you look at the one in
Prentis-Lucas. I also know they are
not cheap but the equipment is in
bad shape and continues to be
abused and nothing is done. Just
where does the money go from the
IRHC cards?

Sonda Sogla

TWO VOTES
Oh hum, Dr. DuFresne was
right, somedays it just doesn't pay
to get out of bedr!!!
Thats

the Straight Skinny.
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HARD COVER BOOKS
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QUALITY PAPER BACKS

To the
editor

Levee or some bar and rip one off,
was the immediate reply. Totally
defeated I walked back to my room
wondering about the IRHC card I
just bought to play foosball with so I
wouldn't have to spend all my
quarters down town. I also don't
think we should be encouraged to
steal foosballs from down town. No
wonder you only get 9 balls for a
quarter here and get 11 balls for a
quarter in other towns. There are so
many things we pay for that we
know so little about. This especially
applies to freshmen who may go
broke their first year of school
spending $4.00 here and $1.50 there.

ORIGINAL SILKSCREENS
CALENDARS
UNUSUAL STATIONERY

OUR POLICY IS TO PROVIDE
QUALITY BOOKS IN EVERY PRICE RANGE
AND SERVICE TOO:
Special Order On Single Copies
Dependable Search Service. On Out Of - Print Title
Libraries Purchased

OPEN:
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL - 9

103 W Third St.

454-5838

WINCAC, continued from page 1
these county-based organizations
were formed, then, the people
involved could decide how to
establish a regionally-based organization.
In May of 1974 CUE managed to
procure an $11,000 grant from the
American Lutheran Church to hire
an organizer to work in the
Southeastern Minnesota region.
The organizer, based in Rochester,
contacted interested citizen from
throughout the area and planned
seminars explaining the organizing
effort in four counties: Mower,
Olmstead, Rice, and Winona. Each
seminar was attended by local
clergy, teachers, students, and
leadership of public and private
organizations. As a result of the
seminars, sponsoring committees,
composed of local residents, were
created in each of the four counties.
Each sponsoring committee,_ then,
was responsible for the founding of
a citizens organization in its respective county.
In Winona the original organizing
seminar was held in November of
1974. At a meeting following the
seminar a sponsoring committee
was created. The sponsoring committee became the informal organization that was responsible for
forming a locally-based citizen
organization in Winona County.
During the first five months of
1975 the specific occupation of the
sponsoring committee was to arrange for a representative convention which would formally establish
the coalition organization. The
convention was held in the month of
May and was composed of officially
elected delegates from each organization that requested membership
in the coalition. Therefore, on May

9, 1975 the Winona County Action
Council was formally founded.
By the summer of 1975 four
citizen organizations in Southeastern Minnesota held founding conventions. Each organization had a
similar historical development as
that of WINCAC. The organizations
were based in Austin, Northfield,
Rochester, and, of course, Winona.
In order to establish a formal
communication link between the
members of each county-based
organization a regional conference
was called for by the officers of each
organization. This interim conference was composed of two elected
officers from each organization and
was called the Southeast Citizens
Council (SCC). Presently, SCC is
formulating procedures for the
representation of each of the
county-based organizations in a
regional organization.
The roots of the Winona County
Action Council are firmly imbedded
in the historical struggles of people
seeking the power of self-determination. The early labor movement
was the nesting ground for the
concept of citizen organizing. The
basic foundations for building people's organizations were laid in the
major cities of the United States in
the 1950's, 60's and 70's. And for the
last two years many different
people have been uniting and
forming people's organizations in
Southeastern Minnesota.
The first two articles in this three
part series discussed. the nature;
purpose, and history of WINCAC
and the overall citizen organizing
movement. The final article will deal
-with the issues that WINCAC has
initiated and will be initiating in the
future.

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to
Fanny Farmer)
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OTHELLO: An amazing
troup of talented people
STARTS FRIDAY

PG

YOUR SENSES WILL NEVER BE THE SAME!

Like the flourish from an
antique trumpet, the flash of
burnished steel and the dulcet tones
of a minstral's lute. Shakespeare's
most overpowering ball of passion
and misguided emotions, OTHELLO, will leap, tear and race across
the stage with a truly amazing troupof talented actors.
Wayne Yakish, in the title role of
OTHELLO, is fairly newly arrived
to an acting career. He was spotted
in the 1975 Theatre of the Mind and
continued in Godspell and Peter
Pan. He will audition in New York
for studying in England when
OTHELLO is closed down.
Bruce Hittner in the reputed role
of the determined and senscrupulous Iago was last seen by thousands
as Captain Hook in Peter Pan and
the father in Tango.
Desdamona, wife of Othello, the
woman upon which he pitted his
unjust worth will be played by
Debby Darby. Her background of
dance and musicals is an asset to her
interpretation.
Jim Dannecker has been behind
in charge of every detail of our
theatrical productions. There seems
to be no limit to his talent and
energy. He appeared as several

Hearts
and Minds

If you can, recall the old uncle in
Tano, the grandfather in You Can't
Take It With You, Smee in Peter
Pan you will be amazed at Rick
Brintnall's handling the tricky role
of Roderigo.

sexy Bianca. Sandy Weydent, wife
of Iago, David Sampson the
maddened father of Desdamona and
tholigh again I cannot detail this
large cast, Steve Wiltgen and Jack
Hickethier as musicians, Steve
Gergenas the clown do more with
their one page of script than
Shakespeare himself could imagine.
OTHELLO plays Oct. 28 through
Nov. 2. Reservations are necessary.

Space always runs out when we
arrive at the list of actors who play 2
or 3 roles each, attendants that
stand honors and direct attention to
the action and that suddenly add so
much to the play. These names
should be written across the
marquis.
Samina Hamid plays a wicked

Homecoming
concert
to be presented
The W.S.U. Concert Band and
Concert Choir combine forces Sunday, October 19, at 2:00 P.M. to
present a special Homecoming
Concert.
The Choir, conducted by Richmond McCluer, will open the

"Hearts and Minds", the Academy Award-winning documentary
on the war in Vietnam is more than
just a movie. It captures the feeling
of that depressingly long and
"unpopular" war. It is a sharply
pointed film that challenges Americans to open their eyes and realize
the futility and misery brought on
by war.
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HELD OVER

characters in the children's shows
including a 12 ft. dragon that
moved. In Tango as the frantic son
and made thousands of children
happy as Peter Pan. He plays Casio,
the handsome Floritine with elegant
bravado.

7:15 - 9:20

::CINEMA

NOT SINCE
LOVE S7ORY...

IT TAKES A RARE
AND SPECIAL MOVIE
to each week attract larger audiences than in each
preceding week. "Mountain" is such a movie...

When you see it,we think
you'll agree with every
wonderful word
you've heard about it.

Interviews and live coverage of
events during the war were used to
portray the ideas which built up
throughout the movie, sometimes
with great irony. An example of this
is some footage showing Vietnamese women and children weeping,
mourning the loss of loved ones
after a severe bombing in a village.
Then it flashes back to an interview
with General Westmoreland who is
commenting on the fact that the
orientals have no feelings, no
emotion.
Revealing, also, was the interview with a former pilot who talks
about the fact that he considered his
bombings a technical job, which he
was very good at. He never heard a
scream, or even saw what the
bombs did. He just aimed for the
target. In the interview he becomes
choked up, he thinks of his small
daughter and how he would feel if
she was hit with napalm. His was a
terrifying comment on the anti-personnel bombs used in the war.
There are many people included
in the interviews, Vietnamese and
American, and many of them will
haunt me for a long time. The shock
after shock effect of the movie was
draining. One is cheered up only at
the sight of the war protesters. The
rhovie was a look at the real, live
human side of war. "All we are
saying, is give peace a chance..."

concert with William Billings'
"When Jesus Wept" and "Chesster", and Jean Berger's "Psalm 23".
The Band, conducted by Richard
Lindner, will present "Andrea
Chenier" by Umberto Giordano and
"Dunedin" by Kenneth J. Alford.
The groups will then combine to
perform thirteen sections of Carl
Orffs "Carmina Burana", a highly
rhythmic and very exciting work.
Soloists will be Jean Haessinger and
Terry Christopherson.

ETRY CORNER
Just,
one more step
"like the waves"
Will be reaching my cresting
wishes
floating
satisfaction of my
goals
And then
the moon
will spread her beauty
on my tide wings
One More Step
Calmly,
Near to you, my love,
Feel the crest
Feel the calm
Of my growing wishes
translated by Hamid
from Persian
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Wolves
Claw Warriors
by Larry Frost
WINONAN Sportswriter
ABERDEEN, S.D. — The Northern State College Wolves added
insult to injury as they handed the
Winona State Warriors their third
straight and first non-conference
loss by a score of 25-16 here last
Saturday night.

Like the old saying goes, "When
you're hot you're hot and when
you're not you're NOT." After the
first three games of the season the
Warriors were undefeated, had
outscored their opponents 112-16,
and were rated eighth in the nation
in the NCAA Division III poll for
small schools.
Since that time, however, the
Warriors have lost three straight
games, been outscored 66-29, and
have fallen into a tie for fourth place
in the seven team Northern
Intercollegiate Conference.
The game against - NSC has to
rank as one of the most bizarre and
demoralizing games ever played by
any Winona football team.
The statistics at the end of the
first half looked like this: total
offense — WSU 183 yards, NSC 80;
first downs — WSU 11, NSC 3, and
number of offensive plays — WSU
45, NSC 20. An overpowering
offensive and defensive performance by the Warriors. There was
only one problem. The Wolves led
by a score of 18-10.
How? Well you see it happened
like this. With :42 seconds left in the
first half, WSU led 10-0 on a 22-yard
Bob Bestul field goal and a one-yard
touchdown run by Tom Dickey with
Bestul adding the PAT. Then facing
a third down and two yards to go at
the NSC three-yard line, the
Warrior's Tom James plunged up

HELP WANTED: 2 positions available on Student Health Committee.
Seeking mature, dependable, concerned individuals. No pay. Apply in
person at Student Senate
Office or call Merle,
452-3443, before Monday, October 20.
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SUPER SPORTS

the middle for two yards and what
appeared to be first and goal at the
one. After James was stopped,
however, the play apparently dead,
the Wolve's Craig Casper broke out
of the pile-up with the football and
returned it 99 yards for a touchdown. The only Warrior who had a
shot at him was wide receiver Jerry
Williams who missed with.his diving
tackle attempt at about the 30-yard
'line. NSC then faked the PAT kick
and made the two point conversion
on a pass to Randy Sutton. Things
were far from over though.
On the first play after the ensuing
kick-off, the Wolve's Dan Melbreck
intercepted a Rich Ernst pass
intended for Geoff Biltgen and
returned it 41 yards for another TD.
John Ford kicked the PAT and the
score stood 15-10 for NSC with :04
seconds left in the half.
The next play was a brilliant
move by the Wolve's coaching staff
as they surprised the Warriors with
an onside kick which NSC recovered.

IM goes
by Larry Frost
WINONAN Sportswriter

With the men's flag football
season winding down to a conclusion, there are two questions which
remain to be answered. Can the
Mean Machine, 50% Off, and the
Wet Dreamers complete the regular
season undefeated; and can Morey's
Mountain Movers and the Red Coats
win a game.
With seven games completed the
Mean Machine has come to the
forefront as the team to beat. The M
and M boys have outscored their
opponents 153-18. That averages
out to a score of 23-7 per game.
There are several teams though
that look like they have the power
to go all the way once tournaments
roll around.
In the 4:00 Monday and Wednesday league the Roadrunners are still

Then on what appeared to be the
last play of the first half the Wolves
completed pass down to the
Winona 12 yard line as time ran out.
But the Warrior's John Dickey was
called foi. a facemask penalty on the
tackle and since time cannot run out
on a penalty play NSC got to run
another play which was a 23-yard
field goal by Ford with no time on
the clock. And there you have it,
NSC 18 — WSU 10.
The Warriors never did recover
from that demoralizing turn of
events. The Wolves came out and
dominated the third quarter and got
another seven points on a 14-yard
run by Wayne Garry and PAT kick
by Ford.
The Warriors did manage one last
futile touchdown with :20 seconds
left in the game on a 22-yard pass
frcim Ernst to Bo Jackson who had a
fine game catching seven passes for
117 yards. The Warrior passing
game was quite inconsistent though
as Ernst could complete only 13 of
29 passes and was intercepted
twice.
WSU was again severely hampered by turnovers with four. They
had one drive halted at the NSC
five-yard line late in the fourth
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Rick Bellert catches a pass for
24-1; Kay Burnett photo

on top with a 6-1 record despite
being upset 20-7 by the Tigers.
B.Y.E. is only one game behind with
a 5-2 mark, but I don't think their
defense, which is giving up 10 points
a game, can stop the powerful
Roadrunner offense.
24-1, with a 5-2 record, is two
games behind the Mean Machine in
the 5:00 Monday and Wednesday
League. But with only three regular
season games remaining it would
take a rather large miracle to unseat
the "MACHINE."
It looks like 50% Off also has a
pretty secure lock on the title in the
4:00 Tuesday and Thursday league
with a 7-0 record and a two-game
lead over the Butts in second place.
The best battle is shaping up in

Women
win challenge

quarter when Casper intercepted an
Ernst pass.
In other NIC action last Saturday,
the University of Minnesota-Morris
is making itself felt as they
improved their conference mark to
3-0 with a 62-0 pounding of
Southwest State University and
Michigan Tech University and St.
Cloud State University continued
their winning ways with 19-3 and
43-24 victories over Moorhead State
University and Bemidji State University respectively.
The warriors now return to
Maxwell Field this Saturday to see
who will rule the valley in their
homecoming contest. Also a win
would help make sure that WSU
doesn't slip into the cellar in the
NIC.
$(==:X IC:=X/C:=4 tC=2

PLAZA BIRTHDAY SALE
( THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY)

BLUE JEANS - ENTIRE STOCK 10% OFF

THESE INCLUDE ALL BRANDS

WRANGLER LEVI

g

FARAH

SIZE 27 to 42

The Women's Volleyball team
won the first of three challenge
matches Saturday (October 11)
needed to get them to the State
Tournaments that begin October 24.

SAVE 10% ON ENTIRE STOCK OF

SWEATERS
KNIT TOPS
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS

LEISURE SUITS
OUTERWEAR
KNIT PANTS

SAVE 20% ON JEAN JACKETS
BY LEVI LEE WRANGLER

SAVE 25% ON 500 PAIRS COLORED JEANS
SAVE 50% ON 200 PAIRS OF KNIT PANTS

0

11

the 5:00 Tuesday and Thursday
league where the Wet Dreamers
have only a one-game lead over the
Bearded Clams. The Wet Dreamers
defense is phenomenal having
allowed only six points in the seven
games. In the first showdown
between the "Dreamers" and the
"Clams" the Wet Dreamers came
away with an 18-6 victory. The only
defeat the Bearded Clams have
suffered so far. What can you say
about a team that has an 0-7 record
and has been outscored 192-20. That
is what has happened to the Red
Coats this season. One admirable
thing though, they have not
forfeited a game all year like some
teams have done. Win or lose they
go out and play and enjoy the game
which is what Intramural football is
all about.

==4

NEW
TOP & BOTTOM SHOP

79 PLAZA WEST ( IN THE FORMER ARENZ CLOTHING LOCATION)
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The women defeated the College of
St. Teresa's in the two out of three
matches necessary to win a challenge match, building their team
fecord to five wins and three losses.

STUDENTS!!
Thanksgiving & Christmas
Airline & Amtrak
Reservations
MAKE YOUR TRAVEL PLANS NOW
Don't be disappointed
CALL TODAY AAA WORD TRAVEL AGENCY
454-5933
OR STOP IN — 101 W. 3rd — Winona, MN 55987

: WE CHARGE THE SAME AS THE AIRLINE
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Resist adult ed. exploitation

Wallace Johnson

Faculty profile:
Wallace Johnson
by Jeri Fuchs
How many students actually
know what their instructors are
like? Most of them know the
instructors name, what they teach,
and possibly a little about their
personality. Other than that they
know little else about their other
interests.
In an attempt to familiarize the
students with some of the instructors here at WSU the Winonan will
start having a regular faculty profile
column.

his degree from the University of
Oregon.
Johnson, like many other college
students had to work his way
through school. He did this by
selling paintings and other works of
art. He also received a loan from
Teaching Fellowship.
Some of his hobbies outside of art
are fishing, cross country skiing,
camping and skating.

Johnson is married and has one
This week's profile will be on Mr. son.
Wallace Johnson, art instructor.
This is Mr. Johnson's first year here
at WSU. Before he came to WSU, he
taught both at the University of
Oregon and Umpqua Community
College in Oregon. Johnson taught
at both of these schools simultanMany students are not taking
eously for five years.
-advantage of the new Educational
Opportunity Grant Program. Any
When asked what made him student who started their post-high
decide to come to Winona to teach,
school education after April 1, 1973,
Johnson said he liked the school, the is eligible. Awards are based on the
small city and pleasant rural area.
student's financial need to attend
He also likes the challenge of college. There is no charge for
teaching in small departments
applying for this Program.
where he can teach in several areas.
Students-who will be applying for
Johnson was born in Boston and
either the Minnesota State Student
raised in Los Angeles. He received
Loan or the Federally insured
his degrees from the University of student loan are reminded that
Oregon. Johnson has a Masters
processing takes eight weeks.
Degree in American Indian Art,
Buying and Selling, Art History,
Information and applications for
and FMA in Painting. Johnson has
all Financial Aid Programs are
just recently completed his Ph.D. in
available in the Student Financial
Art Education and soon will receive
Aid office, 208 Somsen.

Financial
Aid

At The Bookstore
• At the Bookstore: We have just received a new
deluxe chess set valued at $12.95 on a special
sale for only $5.95.
a
O
O
See our special discount tool display for your
tool needs, all tools priced at only $1.29.
• Our touch of America posters are really different.
o Priced at only $2.00. Don't miss this!
Be sure to check our Health and Beauty aids
department for good savings on these items.
Look through our art supply dept. for all your art
supplies.
TODAY'S SPECIAL
Purple & white football jersey — Regular price
$6.95, now $5.00.
Blue & gold softball jersey -- Reg. Price $7.50,
Now $5.00.

Resisting the temptation to
exploit the growing continuing and
adult education population may turn
out to be as difficult for educators as
taking advantage of the opportunity
to achieve the great hopes of a
learning society, Richard C. Hawk,
Executive Director of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
Commission, warned today.
In a speech to continuing education and extension directors from
nine states, Hawk said that meeting
the challenge to fulfill the opportunity without yielding to the temptation is especially important because an increased rate of participation by students over 25 may result
in substantially larger post-secondary enrollments despite a dramatic
decline in the traditional, college-going 18 year-old population.
Hawk spoke at the National
University Extension Association
Region IV Conference at the
Leamington Hotel in Minneapolis.
"The opportunity is to extend the
benefits of post-secondary education
and to serve the total population
more effectively," Hawk- said. "The
temptation will be to exploit the
population in order to protect and
advance the interests of the
post-secondary enterprise.
"Just as the opportunity demands
bold action, the temptation requires
caution and considered judgment."
Hawk suggested that to meet the
challenge post-secondary education
must devote special attention to
better articulating the objectives
and purposes of continuing' educa_ tion, developing integrated programs, justifying the financing and
improving the coordination.
Because of the substantial numerical increase in the adult population
over age 25, present HECC enrollment projections show that the
number of students in Minnesota
institutions will be about the same
in 1990 as in 1975, Hawk said.
The HECC projections are based
on_the assumption that the percentage of the population now participating in post-secondary education
will remain constant, both for those
in the 18-25 age group and for those
over 25.
But by assuming the emergence

Waste of war

of a "learning society" within the
next 10-15 years and an increase in
the rate those over 25 choosing to
participate, a substantial increase in
the number of Minnesota post-secondary students can be projected,
Hawk said.
The projected 32 percent decline
in 18 year-olds from 1975-1990
represents a numerical decrease of
56,350 in the potential, traditional
post-secondary education entry population, while the 35 percent
increase in the 25-65 year-old
population represents numerical
growth of 2,278,600, Hawk said.
Hawk said that many more older,
part-time students are being stimulated to participate by such
conditions as_ changes in licensing
requirements, need for retraining,
more leisure time, and changing
conceptions of the role of women in
society.
"Both the magnitude and nature
of post-secondary education beyond
high school will be profoundly
influenced by the way in which and
success with which institutions deal
with the challenge of continuing and
adult education," Hawk said.
As meeting the needs of older,

part-time students advances from a
secondary to a primary function of
post-secondary education, almost
every aspect of it from academic
instruction to resource allocation
will be affected, Hawk said; and it
will not be easy to discard
traditional practices in favor of
practices more suitable to a
changing clientele.
"It will not be easy for institutions
to limit their efforts in order to
avoid unwarranted duplication with
efforts of other institutions," Hawk
said. "It will not be easy to reject
proposals for institutional offerings
which promise large number of
clients, but which will provide little
real benefits to those clients.

History

Scholarship

Applications are now being
accepted for the $100 Thielen
Memorial Scholarship in History.
The requirements are: 1) senior, 2)
History major or Social Science
major with history concentration, 3)
3.0 GPA, and 4) 3.5 GPA in History.
Applications can be sent to Dr.
George Bates, in care of the History
Department in Minne Hall.

STUDENTS and
FACULTY
MEMBERS
ARE

WELCOME
To enjoy the
savings on groceries
Warehouse Priced
at Warehouse Market

by Gene Bolinsky and
David Strom
The total cost of armaments and
armed forces since World War- II
through 1969, estimated at more
than one trillion dollars
($1,000,000,000,000),* would have
been sufficient to pay for all of the
following:
A $20,000 house for all families
living at the poverty level in the
United States. A $50,000,000 university for each city with a
population of 500,000. A $10,000,000
library for each of these cities. A
$3,000 automobile for every family
in the United States. Medical
expenses of up to $1,000 for every
family in the United States for 10
years. The salaries of 100,000
teachers at $10,000 per year for 100
years. The salaries of 100,000 nurses
at $10,000 per year for 100 years.
The salaries of 100,000 farm
workers at $10,000 per year for 100
years. A free college education
(estimated cost of $6,000) for every
boy and girl between the ages of 17
to 21. OR A $10,000 income for each
family at the poverty level for 10
years.
*American Militarism 1970, edited
by Ervin Knoll and J.N. McFadden,
Viking Press, New York, 1969, p. 11.
Taken from Summer 1973/Changing
Education

NOTICEABLE
SAVINGS
REGARDLESS
IseOF THE
o,
SIZE OF
YOUR PURCHASE *,/
NAME BRAND
GROCERIES
AT LOWEST
PRICES IN
THIS AREA

1.`

ears,

WAREHOUSE MARKET
1733 SERVICE DRIVE
MONDAY — FRIDAY 8:30 A.M. 9:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 8:00 A.M. — 5:00 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY
J1 )

